
5D4N Milan and Lake Como
Price per person

from
MYR6,195

Tour Itinerary

Day 1:- Arrive Milan

Upon arrival into Milan,transfer from Milan airport to hotel. Overnight in Milan.



Day 2:- Milan – Milan Sky walk with guided tour of the Duomo

Breakfast in hotel.

Step into the heart of Milan and immerse yourself in a guided visit where history and architectural marvels intertwine seamlessly.
With privileged skip-the-line access, delve into the majestic Duomo, Italy's gothic largest cathedral, adorned with stunning
stained glass and intricate monuments. Ascend to panoramic terraces, explore the Cathedral Museum, and meander through
the elegant Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II. Your journey begins in the heart of Milan, near the Duomo, then with your skip-the-line
tickets included in the tour you will bypass the queues and make the most of your time exploring this architectural masterpiece.

ASCEND TO THE DUOMO’S TERRACES AND DISCOVER MILAN’S SPLENDOR
Once inside, we'll take a thrilling lift ride to the terraces of the Duomo. Prepare yourself to step into history climbing the Terraces
of the Duomo beckons. The terraces unveil a mesmerizing panorama of Milan's skyline, a breathtaking canvas adorned with
spires and statues that seem to touch the sky. The terraces are accessible by elevator on the way out and walking by the way
back. The sculpted masterpieces seem to reach for the heavens, their intricate details casting shadows are something you can't
miss during a guided tour of Milan Dome. The terraces themselves are a feat of engineering and artistry, offering not just a view,
but an experience that captures the essence of Milan's architectural and historical magnificence.

DISCOVER CATHEDRAL’S MAJESTY AND HISTORICAL INSIGHTS
Next you’re going to step into the largest cathedral in Italy, a colossal masterpiece that represents one of the best symbols of
architectural opulence in the world, where stained glass windows illuminate the space, altars exude reverence, and intricate
funerary monuments narrate tales of the past. Our passionate guide will explain to you everything about athedral's significance
unfolds, dedicated to Santa Maria Nascente and housing the parish of Santa Tecla, a haven of spiritual and artistic resonance.
Our journey then leads us to the Museo del Duomo, located within the Royal Palace. This museum intricately weaves the
Cathedral's tale, showcasing its artistry through an array of works, models, drawings, and documents. As a highlight, the Sala
delle Colonne welcomes you—a space where echoes of the ancient Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo once resided. Be prepared
to marvel at the grandeur of these historic buildings that hide the secrets of one of the most important cities of Italy.

Overnight in Milan.

Breakfast

Day 3:- Milan – Lugano, Bellagio and Lake Como

Breakfast in hotel.

Start the day on our private air-conditioned coach with a trip over the border into Switzerland where you will discover the
incredible lake town of Lugano and even have the opportunity to take home some Swiss Chocolate! With two countries,
spectacular views, and insights from your expert guide into this unique region, you will take home memories to last a lifetime. At
our second stop, Bellagio, known as “the pearl of Lake Como,” you will have time to leisurely enjoy the town at your own
pace…. where you will find winding medieval alleys, authentic shops, as well as lots of options for a satisfying lunch.

Ending your tour with a boat trip on Lake Como. You will be treated to postcard-worthy views of villages nestled on the coasts
while you’re expert English-speaking guide points out the famous villas where Star Wars and James Bond movies have been
filmed as well as the private villa of George Clooney.

Overnight in Milan.

Breakfast

Day 4:- Shopping at Serravalle Outlet

Breakfast in hotel. Enjoy a full day in Serravalle Outlet with a VIP service: pick up at your hotel around 9am, enjoy full day at
outlet. Return to Milan departing at 4.30pm from outlet comfortably to your hotel. Overnight in Milan.

Breakfast

Day 5:- Depart Milan

Breakfast in hotel. Transfer to Milan International airport. End of services. Arrivederci Italia !

Tour Prices



Travel Period Hotel Category No of Pax Price Per Person -

(Low Season) Jan / Feb /
Mar / Jul / Aug / Nov /
Dec (excluded Xmas and
New Year Eve)

3 Star 2 pax RM6,195

4 pax RM5,780

6 pax RM5,575

8 pax RM5,780

10 pax RM5,660

Single Supp RM2,835

4 Star 2 pax RM7,030

4 pax RM6,615

6 pax RM6,400

8 pax RM6,615

10 pax RM6,485

Single Supp RM3,660

(High Season) Apr / May /
Jun / Sept / Oct

3 Star 2 pax RM7,030

4 pax RM6,615

6 pax RM6,400

8 pax RM6,615

10 pax RM6,485

Single Supp RM3,660

4 Star 2 pax RM8,190

4 pax RM7,780

6 pax RM7,570

8 pax RM7,780

10 pax RM7,655

Single Supp RM4,830

What's included

Destination: Italy
Departure Location: Milan
Return Location: Milan
Price includes:

● Meals as per itinerary
● Return airport transfers
● 4 nights accommodation
● Guided excursion including Milan Diomo and lift to the roof
● Guided excursion to Lugano, Bellagio and Lake Como
● Serravalle outlet VIP package

Price does not include:
● International air ticket
● Travel insurance
● City Tax
● Others not mentioned
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